Weber County Sport Shooting Complex
High Power Rifle Match
2446 N 1500 W
Ogden, UT
Rifle Range- 801-778-6995
January 24th 2019
Cost: $20.00 per shooter
Time: First Match 6:00
Second Match 7:00
Please RSVP to get on the list at the 300 yard range.
Match limited to 10 shooter per time frame.
801-778-6995

High Power Rifle Match Weapon Requirements Match Rules and Match Stages
All rifles used for the match must meet the minimum requirements for use at the
Weber County Sport Shooting Complex. Minimum requirements are centerfire
rifle 16” minimum barrel length, caliber with a minimum muzzle velocity of 2,400
fps, have a minimum four power optic no aim point e-otech or other red dot type
scopes. Rifle and scope must have been zeroed on paper before being used on
the 300 yard range. (Rifles that have only been bore sighted are not allowed). All
range safety rules will be strictly enforced during the match and eye and ear
protection are mandatory.
Although a minimum four power scope is required for use of the range, it is highly
recommended that match shooters have a 16 power or greater scope.
In some stages you will fire up to 10 rounds under time constraints, a rifle with a
removable magazine is preferred but not required.
Match rules will be explained at each event and may change based on the match
being held.

Each match consists of five stages and all shooting is done from a bench rest
position using a front bi-pod or sand bag and a rear bag. Slings are allowed (no
sleds or full rifle support bags allowed). If all possible shots are taken during the
match, 33 shots will be fired.
Cost of the Match will be $20.00 which will cover the range fee and all targets.

Stage One- Know Your Limits: This stage is fired at 100 yards. There are five
diamond bullseyes and one sighter box on each target. Six shots can be fired in
this stage, points increase as the diamond size decreases. Points are earned with
each scorable shot within the diamond. Diamonds must be shot in order from
large to small and shooters may stop in this stage at any time and collect points
earned. If a diamond is missed, the shooter loses all points for that stage. Time
for this stage is 60 seconds.
Stage Two- Same as stage one, shot at 200 yards. (Six shots possible during this
stage) Time for this stage is 60 seconds.
Stage Three- Best five shot group with sighter square and small diamond bonus
points (ten shots possible) If bonus point shots are taken and missed all points for
this stage are lost. Time for this stage 100 seconds
Stage Four- Same as stage three fired at 100 yards (ten shots possible) If bonus
point shots are taken and missed all points for this stage are lost. Time for this
stage 100 seconds
Stage Five- Balloon shoot at 300 yards. There will be three balloons stapled to the
target, a shooter gains 150 points for each balloon hit. However the first miss will
deduct 25 points, the second miss will deduct 50 points, and a third miss will
deduct 75 point from your overall match score. Limit three shots for this stage.
The time for this stage is 90 seconds.

